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MOVIMIENTO MOVIMIENTO 
PRERRAFAELISTA:PRERRAFAELISTA:

ORÍGENES, DESARROLLO ORÍGENES, DESARROLLO ,,
Y CONSECUENCIASY CONSECUENCIAS
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Sir John Everett 
Millais. John Ruskin.
1854 
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ALGUNAS OBRAS:ALGUNAS OBRAS:

Modern Painters (1843) 
Modern Painters II (1846) 

The Seven Lamps of Architecture (1849) 
Pre-Raphaelitism (1851) 

The Stones of Venice I (1851) 
The Stones of Venice II and III (1853) 

Architecture and Painting (1854) 
Modern Painters III (1856) 

The Harbours of England (1856) 
Political Economy of Art (1857) 

The Two Paths (1859) 
The Elements of Perspective (1859) 

Modern Painters IV (1860) 
Unto This Last (1862) 
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RAFAELRAFAEL (1483-1520): La 
Transfiguración 1518-20 
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The PreThe Pre--RaphaeliteRaphaelite
BrotherhoodBrotherhood::

PRBPRBPRBPRB
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The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood was created in 1848 by seven 
artists: Dante Gabriel Rossetti, William Michael Rossetti, James 
Collinson, John Everett Millais, Frederic George Stephens, 
Thomas Woolner and William Holman Hunt. 

Their goal was to develop a naturalistic style of art, throwing 
away the rules and conventions that were drilled into students' 
heads at the Academies. Raphael was the artist they 
considered to have achieved the highest degree of perfection, 

h th t t d t d t d f hiso much so that students were encouraged to draw from his 
examples rather than from nature itself; thus they became the 
"Pre-Raphaelites".

The movement itself did not last past the 1850s, but the style 
remained popular for decades, influencing the Arts and 
Crafts Movement, the Symbolist painters and the Art 
Nouveau
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El planteamiento inicial de la “doctrina” de la Hermandad 
Prerrafaelista estaba basado en los siguientes cuatro 

puntos:

-- To have genuine ideas to express; To have genuine ideas to express; 

-- To study Nature attentively, so as to know To study Nature attentively, so as to know 
how to express them; how to express them; 

-- To sympathise with what is direct and To sympathise with what is direct and 
serious and heartfelt in previous art, to the serious and heartfelt in previous art, to the 
exclusion of what is conventional and selfexclusion of what is conventional and self--
parading and learned by rote; parading and learned by rote; 

-- And, most indispensable of all, to produce And, most indispensable of all, to produce 
thoroughly good pictures and statuesthoroughly good pictures and statues. 
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PIRÁMIDE DE “INMORTALES” PARA LOS PIRÁMIDE DE “INMORTALES” PARA LOS 
PRERRAFAELISTAS:PRERRAFAELISTAS:

JESUCRISTO

SHAKESPEARE AUTOR DEL “LIBRO DE JOB”

Homero Dante Chaucer Leonardo

Goethe Keats Shelley King Alfred

Landor Thackeray Washington Browning
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INFLUENCIAS CONSCIENTES SOBRE LOS  INFLUENCIAS CONSCIENTES SOBRE LOS  
PRERRAFAELISTAS:PRERRAFAELISTAS:

ESCUELA DE LOS “NAZARENOS” ALEMANES

WALTER SCOTT

EDAD MEDIA

EL CICLO ARTÚRICO

LOS POETAS ROMÁNTICOS

LOS ARTESANOS MEDIEVALES

EL GÓTICO

LA NATURALEZALA NATURALEZA
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1. Testing and defying all conventions of art; for example, if the Royal 
Academy schools taught art students to compose paintings with (a) 
pyramidal groupings of figures, (b) one major source of light at one side 
matched by a lesser one on the opposite, and (c) an emphasis on rich 
shadow and tone at the expense of colour, the PRB with brilliant perversity 
painted bright-coloured, evenly lit pictures that appeared almost flat. 

2. The PRB also emphasized precise, almost photographic representation of 
even humble objects, particularly those in the immediate foreground (which 
were traditionally left blurred or in shade) --thus violating conventional 
views of both proper style and subjectviews of both proper style and subject. 

3. Following Ruskin, they attempted to transform the resultant hard-edge 
realism (created by 1 and 2) by combining it with typological symbolism. At 
their most successful, the PRB produced a magic or symbolic realism, often 
using devices found in the poetry of Tennyson and Browning. 

4. Believing that the arts were closely allied, the PRB encouraged artists and 
writers to practice each other's art, though only D.G. Rossetti did so with 
particular success. 

5. Looking for new subjects, they drew upon Shakespeare, Keats, and 
Tennyson. 
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ARTISTAS QUE SIGUIERON LA ESTÉTICA 
PRERRAFAELISTA

Ford Madox Brown (pintor) 
Edward Burne-Jones (pintor, diseñador) 
Thomas Cooper Gotch (pintor) 
Arthur Hughes (pintor) 
John William Waterhouse (pintor)John William Waterhouse (pintor) 
William Morris (diseñador, arquitecto): creador del 

movimiento de “Arts & Crafts”
Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema (1836-1912) (pintor)
Frederic, Lord Leighton (1830-1896) (pintor)
Aubrey Beardsley (1872-1898)(ilustrador)
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